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TARGETING – Part One: WHO IS DOING IT 

I believe we are all targeted world wide through the air, water and our food by 

nanoparticles and chemtrails.  All of our food is being irradiated.  The media is 

lying to ALL not just some.  They are using frequencies against people who don’t 

even realize they are being targeted.    

I spoke out about individual targeting when I was first learning about it.  I got 

verbally beat up quite a bit about it because many targeted individuals believe 

they are targeted because they are Christians and that they only target Christians.  

That is not true.  And many of those that claimed to be Christian did not bear 

fruit.  They didn’t seem to agree with the messages I put out and argued with me 

and came against me for it.  In trying to work with this group, I came to realize 

that they are heavily infiltrated with people pretending to be targeted just to cast 

doubt on the those that are really being targeted.  It is no different in the church, I 

get surrounded with people who play christaneeze all the time but have no heart 

for Jesus Christ and don’t live obedient lives.  By infiltrating all groups they are 

distancing us from one another, building a system of paranoia where you are 

continuously having to vet out those that are true from those that are not.  

Usually it is a wait and see and watch and listen to the person game to determine 

if they are real or not.  Remember satan even has witches that attend church and 

play Christian just to infiltrate it and deceive whoever they can.  All areas are 

infiltrated with trolls/shills/plants. So they have muddied the waters so these 

people are not believable and it is easier to dismiss them as crazy or lying or 

whatever. Some of the main weapons being used against them are directed 

energy weapons and psychological harassment.  The main perpetrator is the 

military and government. 

satan is using high ranking people, organizations and plans to carry this out.  

Eph.6:12 - For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, 

against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual 

wickedness in high places (heavenlies). (fallen angels, nephilim, demons) 
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They have rank and order.  Just as God’s army has rank and order.   

 

Hi Cherie,   (September of 2015) 

    This is very complicated and very difficult to make brief. I am what they refer to 

as a targeted individual. Dr. John Hall has many you tube videos that help explain 

this crime... He is a Christian and also has written 2 books describing this crime. 

He is in the Medical Field and when he first tried to speak up about this they tried 

to take his license. The two books are Guinea Pigs: Technologies of Control and 

Satellite Terrorism in America.  
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This is the cover of John’s book which he graciously sent me because I spoke out 

on targeting.  He does give facts in his book but the cover makes me wonder if he 

is compromised.  The A shows us sun worship – it looks like the delta inside of the 

Lambda, the “G” is sort of like the Egyptian eye, the N is split triangles as above so 

below surrounded by two little masonic columns, the E is for X or Z or the eye and 

is listed in the greek as one of the numbers standing for 666, the S is the typical 

snake figure.  The unsaved Jews that have brought us the talmud, kabbalah, 

zohar, and traditional teaching not in our Bibles call everyone else useless cattle, 

goyim, and think of us as pigs – unclean. 

   

Continuing:   I have a calling on my life and I married a man who was a sociopath. 

Obviously it was not God's will. When I got divorced things got ugly and he stalked 

me for awhile and vandalized things etc. Then I noticed that things were 

happening to me that was much more than what I felt my ex could do by himself 

and was more like CIA type stuff.. It started with constant break ins, 

*Please play from 1:26:00 to 1:30:55  Kay Griggs talks about the navy seals 

breaking into her home repeatedly psychologically messing with her and that 20 

year marines were sent out when she called police & FBI – they take orders and 

are in on it and it was only a formality to make her think they were really looking 

into it when in reality it was going nowhere.* (about 5 min’s) 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMDy8HCo5iw 

When “they” target someone, they have a network of their own people set up 

around that person so that when they reach out for help, they are only going to 

the perpetrator themselves who are not going to help.  This system makes them 

feel helpless and gives them more of a feeling of hopelessness.  Thank God for 

those who are speaking out.  Kay’s testimony revealed so much to us about the 

high level corruption in this world.  When she called the police and then the FBI – 

20 year marines were sent out who took and followed orders and were not really 

going to do anything about her claims. 

… 

Patty was being gas lighted. (The term “gas-lighting” comes from a 1944 film 

called “Gaslight,” in which a man intentionally sets out to convince his wife that 

she is mad by periodically dimming their gas lights, then maintaining that she is 

imagining things when she comments on the dimness. The term is now popularly 

used to describe a relationship dynamic in which one party endeavors to 

undermine the other party’s sense of reality as well as their confidence in their 

own perceptions. While it is typically seen as an intentional power play by an 

abusive individual.  Even today the word gaslighting is used to describe an 

attempt to destroy another's perception of reality.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMDy8HCo5iw
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(She continues) weird electrical disturbances, frightening events around my home 

and basically a total psych op. They could get around any security system and no 

one ever saw them. When I called the police they made inappropriate comments 

like “Who did you get mad?”.  Why does someone want to do this to you? My car 

and home was vandalized constantly and the police never would investigate.  

Then we started being poisoned ...not even to kill us but to make us really sick. 

Over and over...The police said things like “it is too expensive to test for poison 

..you have to know what poison etc.”  

*Please play from 3:14 to 5:05  Kyle is a targeted individual and in this video he 

was trying to figure out how they are posoining people because it was happening 

to him. SECOND VIDEO CLIP: * Kyle talking about the ex-military guy that is 

targeting him with poison through the pipes into his house.  And he also is just 

wondering what is the purpose of all of this.  Where do they get these microwave 

weapons and who all has them, can we get them?  He knows it won’t stop even if 

he moves.  He feels they’ll just target you if  you leave your house and go to a 

hotel, then eventually you go to the streets and they will just keep torturing you 

until you go to jail and then maybe even the mental institution where someone 

can just poison you to death.* (about 11 min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bpxs2tmrukI 

*Please play from 7:05 to 16:15* 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-Oys6GIts8 

PLEASE SPLICE THE TWO VIDEO CLIPS TOGETHER 

Kyle painted his walls, inside and outside, with aluminum paint and it has been 

helping him not to get hit with DEW (directed energy weapons) as much.   

My family believed something was going on but it didn't make sense. The police 

said if he wants to kill you…he will kill you. 

       Then the gassings started...gas leaks in home...gas leaks in car, carbon 

monoxide leaks, anti freeze leaks, oil leaks....we were carbon monoxide poisoned 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bpxs2tmrukI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-Oys6GIts8
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and the guy who came to find the block...found a towel shoved in a 90 degree 

angle of the vent from hot water tank...still no investigation. 

*Please play from 1:03:13 to 1:06:05  Brice Taylor talking about the big cover up 

going on with mind control*(about 3 min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RCqBKyvzsM8&t=3806s 

They have shown this mind control program to different people in high up 

positions and if they express an interest and aren’t horrified they continued to 

bump them up and show and reveal more and more to them.  Letting them in on 

the “secret”.  She mentions that secret societies, Shriners and Masons and all 

Presidents are privy to this information and that ALL PRESIDENTS ARE 33 DEG. 

MASONS.  She talked of being laid on alters and raped as a child.  She said that 

they give their secret hand shakes or hand signs or codes like in the courtroom 

and all of a sudden the case is dropped or the offending parent (who is a mason) 

is awarded the children etc. 

Matt.28:1-4, 11-15 – (read out the story of the guards taking the pay off – like 

dirty cops or police on the take) 

The Bible says there is nothing new under the sun (Ecc.1:9). So we shouldn’t be 

surprised that this crooked type of behavior continues even today.  *I’m not 

saying all cops are bad but certainly many are and many themselves are under 

mind control.  Who better to control and use them than those higher up the chain 

of command.  They are using mind control weapons against the people and those 

using the weapons are themselves also targeted with the mind control.  I will 

bring more out on this as we go along.* 

CLOSING 

Luke 19:47 - And He taught daily in the temple. But the chief priests and the 

scribes and the chief of the people sought to destroy Him 

The ones after Jesus were at the top.  It is no different today.  Those in key 

positions in the shadows, behind the scenes and of course on the world stage are 

working to bring in the NWO (new world order) by any means necessary.  This is 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RCqBKyvzsM8&t=3806s
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coming from the top: the Vatican (Jesuits), militaries, governments and trickles 

down with all involved. 

Luke 8:17 – (Jesus said) For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; 

neither any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad (to be revealed).  

PRAYER 
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Gas lighting explanation 

http://challengingrelationships.com/2015/09/23/the-gas-lighting-physician/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaslighting 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_hypersensitivity 

 

http://challengingrelationships.com/2015/09/23/the-gas-lighting-physician/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaslighting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_hypersensitivity

